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ABSTRACT 
the W/D aethod is reformulated rigorously in the first part 

of this article, and a specific class of models, in which the high-
aad intermediate energy behavior of the Input potential can be expressed 
by Kegge parameters, is then investigated. A smoothing procedure of 
partial-wave phase shifts is discussed in the second part of this 
article, based on a circular application of the N/D method formulated 
in the first part. In this smoothing procedure C9D pole parameters 
are handled unambiguously, and the output solution is guaranteed to 
be free from causality violating singularities. The application of 
this -smoothing.procedure to jtH partial-wave phase shift analysis is 
discussed, and an example of smoothing of a «H P, ,-wave is given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The H/D method "' linearizes the nonlinear integral 

equation derived from .unitarity and the partial-wave dispersion 
relation with a finite number of subtractions. Given contribu
tions from subtractions and unphysical cuts (the "potential") as 
well as the inelastic factor and CIO pole parameters (if nec
essary), the N/D integral equations allow calculation of th«; 
elastic phase shift. Nevertheless, N/D methods have difficulties 
which, if not resolved, destroy their usefulness. In this 
article we resolve sone of the difficulties and partially resolve 
the remaining one*. 

Bie first question; about the H/D method is its validity. 
The usual N/D method it bused on the partial-wave dispersion 
relation with a finite number of subtractions (throughout this 
article we refer to the latter as "the ordinary partial-wave 
dispersion relation"), which is satisfied if the Mandelstam 

h representation with a finite number of subtractions can be 
written &o«a. It has become realized recently tfcat both the 
Handelstam representation and the ordinary partiil-wave disper
sion relation with a finite number of subtractions are violated 
in models with indefinitely rising Regge trajectories, so the 
validity of the ]0> nethod becomes questionable, we will show 
in Sec. 2 and See. 5 of this article that -the unitarity bound' 
in the physical region guarantees that a generalized partial-
wave dispersion relation can always be formulated, and the K/D 
integral equations can then be derived from the generalised 
partial-wave dispersion relation. 



A second question about the A/D mrtshod is how to deter
mine the CIO pole parameters, it it know "* that the origin of 
cut poles 1 0 in a one-channel H/D calculation can be interpreted 
as the effect of inelastic channels. We thus can expect to 
avoid the appearance of CIO poles by considering a Multichannel 
formulation, if the potentials for each channel art given. Thus 
the question of CIO pole parameters is replaced by the question 
of obtaining potentials fro* reasonable physical models for 
each channel. In this'article we will not consider COD poles, 
but restrict our attention to a method for obtaining the input 
potentials. 

A physical crucial question for the tf/b method, evident 
from the previous paragraph, is how the input potential is to be 
obtained. Ihe behavior of the input potential in the low-energy 
region can be estimated in a variety of ways (we will discuss 
these briefly in Sec. 2). Our major concern is how to obtain 
the high-energy behavior of the potential, because the solution' 
of l/b equations depends critically thereon wen if the low-
energy behavior is given. It is this mathematical property of 
the N/D integral equation together with the difficulty (discussed 
in some detail in Sec. h) of obtaining the high-energy behavior 
of the input potential that In previous N/D nethods has led to 
arbitrary cutoff parameters or to arbitrary assumptions about 
the properties of distant singularities (the high-energy 
behavior of the input potential is closely related to distant 
singularities in crossed channels). We shall resolve this 
difficulty for a certain class of models by expressing the high-
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enarfir behavior of the input potential in term* of Hegte param
eters;' "Rts class of model, though not completely general, it 
large enough to contain the Venealano modal. 5 Bie.ie matters 
are discussed in Sect, h through 6. 

A "reatrictad" partial-*»Te dispersion relation is '• 
defined in Sea. It, *nd in Sec. 5 constraints on Regge parameter* 
are inferred from assumptions used to formulate this "restricted" 
relation. It turns out that some of our assumptions force Regge 
residues to have nonsense-wroug-sigiis.cure zeros and also force 
the intercept of the leading Regge trajectory to be less than 
one. In Sec. 6 a definition is given of "partial-wave duality" 
for models which satisfy the restricted partial-wave dispersion 
relation, and it is shown that the high-energy tail of the input 
potential can be expressed in terms of Regge parameters if partial-
wave duality is imposed. 'Ihus for models obeying partial-wave 
duality the N/D integral equations connect low-energy parameters 
(from the solution of the N/D equations and the input low-energy 
behavior of the potential) and high-energy parameters (from the 
input high-energy tail of the potentials). We note that this 
connection between low- and high-energy parameters in the N/t> 
method is based explicitly on the nonlinear content of unitarity, 

17 whereas the role of unitarity in the finite energy sum rule 
is not explicit. 

We only consider spiniest, equal mass particles, the 
generalization to include spins and unequal mass particles being 
straightforward, though complicated. 



2. M B GBlilBALIZlD PARTIAL-WAVE DISJERSIOfMSIATiai 
, It i* shown in this section that a generalised partial-

wave dispersion.relation can;oe defined for any partial-wave 
amplitude, even though the ordinary partial-wave dispersion rela
tion with a finite; number of subtractions is violated in models 
..with indefinitely rising trajectories, such as the Veneziano 
m o d e l . 1 2 " ^ . : 

A partial-wave amplitude A,(s) is defined as 

S,(s) - 1 ( .1. f X ' • 
AJ<«> = aip(s) {*: W J d z « PI<V> A ( 8' t' u ) 

where 

p(a) - [ ( . - V # 

and 8 £ ia the partial wave S-natjix element, A(s,t,u) is the 
scattering amplitude and x g is the cosine of the s-channel 
scattering angle defined as 

« « 1 + K - -1 x , 
* s - V s - Uu 2 

The unitarity bound requires that |s,| < 1, so 5 

lim — j — » 0 for some positive £ , (2.1) s-» -HI s 
For simplicity we only consider the case 

/f%im s e A,(a) L « 0 , for sow positive e (2.2) 
., , «?•+»' 

( ' • . - • 

1 
V •v W 



in this and the next section; the generalization to partial-wave 
amplitudes which satisfy Eq. (5.1) hut not (2.2), is straight
forward. 

Ehe constraint (2.2) allows us to define a function 
V s ) »s 

i f " - IaA.(s') J, g. 
V.(s) = A,(s) - i f ds' .. l ' - V —L-

An 2 1 

K heing a finite integer, (2.5) 

where the s.'s (0 < s.< %i ) are the positions of the hound-
state poles contained in the partial-wave amplitude A,(s), and 
the %'• «re the pole residues: 

gx = li»(s - 8 i ) A i(s) . 

The potential function V,(s) is free from poles and also does 
not contain the s-channel normal thresholds, since V.(s) is 

2 real in the region s > k\i . Transposing the terms of (2.5)., 

i r" IMLA.(S') * I g, 

V * 
(2.%) 

we call Sq» (2.1*) the1 generalized partial-wave dispersion rela
tion. We note that Eq. (2«U) may contain one siubtraction if the '. 
asymptotic behavior of Eq. (2.1) is used. 

the whavior of the potential Vj(s) in the low-energy 
•-channel physical region may be estimated from the assumption 



channel*. Ike validity of anoh aethods can be checked by 
inserting the esperiawntal phase shift for A.(s) in both sides 
of tq. (2.4). Sb* above procedure oannot be distinguished from 

18 ̂  that used in the analysis of ordinary partial-nave dispersion 
relation. Therefore these previous analyses can be carried over 
directly to the generalised partial-wave dispersion relation. 

We will see in the next section that the M / D integral 
equations can also be derived from the generalised partial-wave 
dispersion relation. 



3 . WKVATHM OT THE U/D IHTBGRM. EQaATIOM 

We now diacuaa the possibility of decomposing a partial-

www amplitude Into the N/D font. For simplicity as discussed 

in See. 2, we only conaidtrthe ctaa 

11a e A,(s) - 0 for some positive e, (3.1) 
a-»-h« 

the generalisation being straightforward. The generalized 

partial-wave diaptraion. relation ta 

• fT 8< , r" IMAMS') 
A i « - £ i-^r- * v,(s) .• J J 4s= - ^ 4 - — (3.2) 

i Jk,.2 V 
where 

l»fj2 > a, > 0 ( i - 1,-»«,H) 

One amplitude A.(a) can he parametrized as 

- ie , (s) 
A /o ) - |A^(s)|-e ' 

where 9 » ( s ) is real. He are aiming at the construction of 
the H/D integral equation from the S-function method. If we 

19 want to employ the Frye-Warnock method, we need to consider 
the phase of S,(s) instead of that of A.(s). In the 
remaining discussion of this article we consider only the 
R-function method. 

The zeros of A.(s) require attention. Certain of the 
zeros of A.(s) may correspond to CDD poles, and certain 
may not. On the other hand, CDP poles can he interpreted 
either as poles of the D function or zeros of the B function 



(thereverse of this statement is not true). If we have a D 
function with poles, we can always introduce a new set of D 
and S functions, by multiplying the original D . and jr 
functions by an appropriate polynomit , such that the new D 
function is free from poles but has d fferent asymptotic 
behavior, while the new K function contains additional zeros. 
In this section we concentrate on the D function which is free 
froa all poles, and whose zeros are ir one-to-one correspondence 
with th« bound state roles of A ^ s ) . She CDD poles (if any) .;• 
are represented by &eros of the H function, the asymptotic 
behavior of the 0 function having a close connection thereto. 
Ve defer further discussion of the CUD ambiguity to the end of 
the section. He first want to show tf vt If a partial-wave 
amplitude A|(s) is given, we can construct a 0 function, 
under certain assumptions, such that the S> function is power-
bounded, h»3 the phass of A,(s) in the region s > Un 2, is 
real in the region s < kyi , and its zeros are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the bouad-siAte poles of A . ( E ) . Assuming 

~ that 

- no |o.(Oi<<*», 

£-v .we' de~ffi»j;s~'fu#ction D,(s) as 
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where the s^'s are the positions of poles of A^(s). This function 
D„(s) may have some Doles at s = s".' (i=l,"«) when 

lia (6.(1, + «) - 6,(1, - «)} = -it. 
e-» 0 : . - . ' • ' 

We assume that 9,(s) in the asymptotic energy region is determined 
by Hegge phase.-'The Begge phase derived from liegge poles is continuous. 
Thus we oay-assume that'the number of possible poles contained in 
M' (3-3) i'ŝ 'flaite. I f such roles appear in Eq, (3.3), we multiply 
D»(s) liy an adequate "polynomial to reaove these poles. 



s thl« new faction aa the fwwtiou Djfa). 9 M 
function Ht(») ,ha« the phase »,,(».) in the region « ± > %» , 
is real in the region • < k\x, and its i«ros are in one-to-one 
correspondence with poles of A,(s). The function Dj(s) is 
pover?bounded, so it satisfies a -dispersion relation with a 
finite nunber of subtractions. If 6,(1) is unbounded as 
s -»+«>, the existence of a function D.(s), power-bounded, with 
the phase ©,(s^) in the region s, > V and real in the 

* x 4 •— 

region s < % , is an open question. We note that this problem 
concerning the existence of D,(s) is not specially associated 
vita the g- lerallzed partial-wave dispersion relation but 
already occurs for the N/D method based on the ordinary partial-
wave dispersion relation. We also note that an unbounded 
8,(s) iBpiiaa that the ratio Re A.(s)/la A^(s) oscillates as 
a -»+». Here we assume that either 9 As) is bounded or that, 
if unbounded, a function D,(s), with the properties enumerated 
above, nevertheless exists. A function N,(s) is next defined 
as 

StU) = A^sJ-D^s) , (3.1,) 

so we have [note that Im A,(s) = Im V,(s) for s < s_] 

In N^s) = 
D^(s) Im Vj(s) 

for s > V 

for s < s., 
(5.5) 

where s^ is the position of the nearest left-hand singularity 
Of A £(sf. 
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-• We consider below for simplicity the case that D.(s) 
satisfies a dispersion relation with one subtraction, but no 
poles. Die V function may contain zeros. This case corre-

- spends to the absence of CSD poles, since it can be shown that 
the solution is completely determined.by giving the potential, 
the inelastic function ("She B-function), and (if required) the 
subtraction constant in the generalized partial-wave dispersion 
relation. The generalization to include COD poles is straight
forward and is discussed briefly, at the end of this section. 

The unitarity relation can be written as 

4fr} -p(s)^(s) , (5.6) 

where 

and 

P(S) - |t(i-% 2)/"]* 

R,(s) 
aelastic(8) " p ( s ) . | V s ) | S • 

1 

From Eqs. (3-M, (3-5), and (3.6), we have the relation 

-o(s)-R/(s)«Ki(s) for s > l*n2 

3mD(s) = { ~ (5.7) 
0 for s < kp~. 

The dispersion relation for D^(s) (only the case with one 
subtraction is considered here) can be written with the help 
of Kq. (3.7) M " 
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v°> -1 f D/s) = D j(0) - f | ds' J J .(3.8) 

A function C,(s) may be defined as 

C^s) = ^(s) - Vt(S)--D£(B) . 

From Eqs. (3.5) and (3.7), we see that 

(p(s)-R^(6)-V^(s)'^(s) for s > V * 

0 for s < kfi . 

As mentioned in Sec. 2 and at the beginning of this section, we 
only consider, for simplicity, the case that the asymptotic 
condition of Eg, (3«1) is satisfied. Therefore 

lim C^(s) = 0, 
S-»-ta> 

since 

D»(s) —:—7* const .-
S-+ -ho 

N / s ) , and Vt(,e) •» 0. 

At the other asymptotic direction on ths s-plane, the function 
A,(s) is not necessarily power-bounded, but the function C,(s) 
always vanishes at such limits. To see this explicitly, we 
write - ~; ' 'i'J' 

19.. « - l«|-e i B, 
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and auppoae at aoaw Halt |a | -*<«•• with 9 •* ty { 2*t' 

(a - 0,1,2,*••)» *• have the relation' 

11m |a| n /A.( |« |e" e ) - ff'" for any poaitive 

cJJBfeax .,..., integer n. 
( • -0 ,1 ,2 , • • • ) 

Ihia expreaaion juat iapliee that we are aaiuning A.(B) is not 

pover-bomded at the direction 9 • \JfjJ 2mx, | s | -»*». From 

the definition of V /(a) 

i f " IaA. ( i ' )> JL g, 

and the oooatant aajnaptotic behavior of D.(i) (we are consider
ing thla caae aa Mentioned before); we have the relation "• - " 

11» C^lale 1*) 

©JSpifea* 

- lim ( ^ ( ! a | e i S ) - V | a | e i e ) . D i ( | S | e t e ) ) 

__ - . r ^ - r . / . - .- iev . / I J I - M 
• • lr 
l i . { ^ ( | s | e l B ) . [ A / | 8 | e 1 B ) - V . ( | B | e l w ) ] } 

ii. Di(iS]ei6)Hii» ' i ' r ^ ^ i -
laU-ta * - • | | | s | 

N 
+ Z r^sr v- .o. 

i 1 

file:///JfjJ


.11,. 

the above discusaion inplieB that C (a) satisfies a dispersion 
relation with no:subtraction, i.e. 

CjCa) -..*,(•) - V^sJ-D^s) • ,,;. -,. 

- fl d s — i 4- ^ — . 
* J j, S T - 8 

••• V ' • • ' • • • • 

Substituting Eq. (3.8) into this relation, we have 

Xt(a) - Di(0)-V i(s) + 7 ds' K^s; s') Hj(s') 

* V (3.9) 
where 

, s' V-Xs*) - s VM 

. * ' s' - s 

As mentioned before, this N.(s) nay contain some zeros, but . 
these zeros have nothing to do with CIO poles, since the ratio 
Ng(s)^),(8) is determined completely by giving V.(s) and 
E,(s). Equations (3.8) and (3.9) are the N/t integral equa
tions and their form is the same as the N/D integral 

ox'' ;_: 
equation'' associated with an ordinary partial-wave dispersion 
relation. 

He have•demonstrated the derivation of the N/D integral 
equation for the simplest case, i.e., the case that D,(s) 
satisfies a dispersion relation with one subtraction and no 
poles. For the case that D,(s) does not have poles but n+1 
subtractions are required to write down a dispersion relation 



for D,(s), we;can go through a similar argument as in the case 
with one subtraction and derive the N/D integral equations. 
In thia case the dispersion relation for C,(e) requires n 
subtraction*, and we have 2n+l arbitrary parameters (i.e., 
2n+l subtraction constants) in the N/D integral equations. 
Only 2n of 2n+l parameters are nontrivial, since one 
parameter vill set the scale. Blis case corresponds to the 
existence of n CBD poles. 

msm, 
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h. TSE RESTRICTED PARTIAL-WAVE DISPERSIOir RELATION 
The N/D integral equations are derived in the previous'"' 

section, but such' equations are not Useful unless we find •> 
reasonable ways to approximate the input potential. It is a 
mathematical property of the N/D Integral equations that both 
the low-energy and high-energy behavior of the input potential 
is important in determining the structure of the output solution 
at. low energy. We should not confuse this statement with the 
principle of nearby singularity dominance in the analysis of 
ordinary or generalized partial-wave dispersion relations. In 
such analysis the required inputs are the low-energy behavior of 
the potential V,(s) and the behavior of In A.(«) in the 
region s > hp , and the output is the behavior of He A,(s) in 
the low-energy region. On the other hand, the outputs of the 
N/D integral equations'are both Im A,(s) and Re A,(s) in 
the low-energy region, and we are saying that the required 
inputs are the behavior of the potential V^(s) in the low-, 
intermediate-, and high-energy regions, as well as the inelastic 
function Rj(s) (and CUD pole parameters if necessary). If 
the behavior of the potential V,(s) in the intermediate- and 
high-energy region can be expressed in term* of high-energy 
phenomenologlcal parameters (e.'g./Regge parameters) without 
referring to the knowledge about the low-energy phase shift, 
the Bfo method will provide some connection between the low-
and high-energy phenooenologieal parameters, which cannot be 
obtained from? the above- mentioned analysis of the gentralittd 
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aartial-wava dispersion pflaUoa. 0»« B«gr think ia»ttlj« hi^i-
•Mrnr baterlpr of the potential yj(s) oan be express.*! in 
ttwa of Rega* parameters from the relation 

V,(a) . BaA^a) 
Jc 

- for « » C » 1 H I 2 (U.l) 

by inserting tin partial-wave projected Regge asymptotic behavior 
for Ra Aj(a) and Im A ^ a ' ) . But such high-energy behavior of 
Tj(a) cannot be extrapolated down to the intermediate-energy 
region, since at a - C V i(«) of tq. (4.1) haa a apuriona 
singularity whichshould not exiat in the potential y |(a) frou 
ite definition Bo.. (2.3). H»e intermediate-energy behavior of 
Vj(s), aa oan be seen from the acre general expression, is 

V 4(a) - Re A,(a) - ± P / da' 2 — y 
- , (̂ .2) 

which ia sensitive tw the Input behavior of !• A J(a') in the 
low-energy region. Therefore the J0>. method gives no useful 
information beyond the generalised partial-wave dispersion 
relation, if Bqs. (4.1) and (4.2) are used to estimate the 
behavior of V i(s) in the high- and intermediate-energy region. 
In the remaining part of this article, we shall mainly be 
concerned with the possibility of expressing Vg(a) in the high-
and intermediate-energy region in terms of high-energy phenomen-
ological parameters alone. 
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The low-energy behavior of fee potentUl V i(t) L ti 
dominated by neirby singularities In crossed channels, On the 
other hand, the intermediate- and high-energybehavior of the 
potential is controlled by both distant and neirby singularities 
of crowed channels, and only if the distant singularities are 
very weak, is the nearby contributiondominant; In previous 
N/D calculations, the difficulty of estimating the contribution 
of distant singularities is handled by neglecting then completely 
(e.g., In Models that approximate the potential by several 
nearby poles), by introducing seas arbitrary regulating functions 
to approximate the discontinuity across the left-hand cut of 
the partial-nave amplitude Aj(s), or by inserting some arbitrary 
cutoff parameters into the calculation. All such approaches, of 
course, lack a profound physical basis. Starting in this section 
we will investigate the possibilities of expressing the Inter
mediate and high-energy behavior of V,(s) in terms of high-
energy Regge parameters, and as will be shorn in Sec. 6, we 
succeed for a certain class of model, which contains the 

12-1S 21 Veneslano model *^»'J- with all trajectory intercepts less 
than one. In this section we begin by formulating "the restric
ted partial-wave dispersion relation," which applies to a 
certain class of model (such as that of Veneziano). 

A partial-wave amplitude Aj(s) is said to satisfy 
"the restricted partial-wave dispersion relation" if the follow
ing four properties are satisfied: 

(1) A scattering amplitude A(s,t,u) is a linear combina
tion of three functions A g t(s,t), A ^ t j u ) , and ^ ( u . s ) , 



mx§ir-
each having special properties, tet (x,y,x) be aa arbitrary 
cyclic permutation of (s,t,u). the function A (x,y) con
tains the X- and y channel normal thresholds and poles, bnt 
does not contain those for the % channel. Although the function 
JLJfcy). is allowed to contain spurious singularities which are 
not contained in the scattering amplitude A(s,t,u) [which will 
be cancelled in the linear combination that constructs A(s,t,u)], 
v* assume that such spurious singularities are absent from A _ 
in the rwgion x < 0 with, y fixed and y < 0 with x • fixed. 

(a) The function A _ has Begge asymptotic behavior in the 
limit x (or y) -*4» with y (or x) fixed, but it damps out 
faster than any power at the limit x(ory)-»*> with z fixed. 

We need to consider certain implications of assumption 
(1) before going on to state assumptions (3) and 0 0 . 3he func
tion A j t(s,t) can be written in terms of s and % , where z 

is the cosine of the scattering angle of the s channel: 

. ' , 2t , 2u 
I m 1 + x m -1 - A . 

•••• s - 1 H » 2 s - l ^ S 

In the s-ehannel physical region, i.e., s > V , we look at the 
singularities of A-t(*,s.) in the conpiex z -plane with s 
fixed. From assumption (1) all the singularities of A * with 
s fixed are in the region t > 0, so the singularities of A f t 

in the s plane are in the region z > 1. He thus can draw a 
22 Unman ellipse with forces at s £ - ±1 for k . , implying that 

A g t mas a partlal-^ave expansion in the s-cnanmel physical 
region. The functions A ^ and K^. also have their own 
partial-wave expansions in the s-channel physical 
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region, by a similar argument, and of course the corresponding 
result is true in the t- and u-channel physical regions as well. 

» We denote the partial-wife amplitudes of A ,, A. , and A 
in the s-channel physical region as A^* (s), A^ u(s), and 
A, a s(s) respectively. Assumptions (3) and (1*) will now he 
formulated in the s channel, but they, of course, are also true 
in the t and u channels. 

(3) the partial-wave amplitudes A, s (s) ana A, u s are 
power-bounded in the • plane, although such is not required for. 
the amplitude Aj (s). 

(It) The following asymptotic condition holds: 

V<.) 
"ATiT 

We note that models which satisfy the ordinary partial-
wave dispersion relation are not necessarily special cases of 
the restricted partial-wave dispersion relation, since assumption 
(l) is not required for the ordinary partial-wave dispersion 
relation [asswsption (2) is rather independent of the partial- ~7' 
wave dispersion relations]. ' On the other hand, assumption (j)'' 
is more '!gah«r*l than thie 'ordinary pM^ai^tmW'disperiioh rela- ""'r 

tion in sc«e seiise, since A,(s) is not required to be power-'" 
bounded in the complex s plane. 

, The partial-wave amplitude Aj(s) satisfies the, unitarity 
bound, as discussed in Sec. 2, 

• . - . -->\-V<'-*.<•) • - • ; ' : a . . •••••• • -

. l i m - * « - " ' • ' " ' " ' ' 
>••• § - * * m • • . ... 



? M aaaw—tlona (3) <uad {k) tat amplitude. */*(•) «ad A ^ a ) 

satisfy dispersion relations with at aoat on* aubtraction. V* 

only consider the simplest CMI in thia section, i . e . , 

lim A.(a)*a c - 0 for some positive c, 

but the generalisation ia obvioua. Die diaperaion relations for 

A / * ( S ) and A /

U g (a ) are then 

A, (a) - = I da' ——=• + ± I da' 
" i.H.c. »' * ' * J^a 

(*.2) 

i f I-A^C) x r- I-A/V 
A. (») - ~ I da' 2 + i I da' — i 

A.E.C. • * - ' " 1 . 2 
<u> — _ i 

a' - a 

She amplitude A.(a) can be written from assumption (1) aa 

*,-(.)• = At

M%) + A |
t u(a) * A ^ C s ) . 

Since the function A, u(a) doea not contain any singularities 
in the region a > tyi and also does not contain any s-cbannel 
bound state poles [from assumption (l)], the potential V.(a) 
of the generalized partial-wave dispersion relation is 

t» l f I * A 1
r t < » , > + I * A f

1 , V ) 
r.W- .*/"M • J / d,' J ' . J • 

•'L.H.C. 8 " * 
(*-3) 
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It has been shown in the Veneziano aodel 1 2" 1 5 that the -.; 
functions •*/*(«) and A^*(s) satisfy25 the dispersion reler 
tions of *q. (**.£), but the function A ^ s ) is not power-
bounded at the limit s -+ —. therefore the' Venesiano aodel 
satisfies the restricted partial-wave dispersion relation, but 
violates the ordinary partial-wave dispersion relation. Hi note 
that if the Foaeranchuk intercept of Hong's version of the 

21 Veneziano scdel is less than one, it satisfies the restricted 
partial-wave dispersion relation, but Wong's version of the 
Veneziano aodel with Poswranchulc intercept one violates our 
condition. We also note that the viracoro nodel^ violates the 
restricted partial-wave dispersion relation. We will see these 
points clearly in the next section. 



5- TOT COHSTRAHraS OK RKKB PARAMURS FROM THE 

MSTRICTB) MRHAL-WAVK SISfStSX<M RHAEtOB 

Assumption (1) of Sec. 4 i t a strong assumption. Vfcen 

coafeined with assumption (2) of See. k, there i i implied a set 

of constraint* on Rtgge parameters. We oonaider only Regge 

poles, although the analysis oan toe generalised to Regge cutt. 

The Segge asymptotic behavior of the acattering amplitude 

•ay be parameterized as 

A(s,t,u) » 7" -Pi(x) 
«-.-«. *r r[ct,(x) + l]-ain *ot.(x) 
x fixed x l * 

t^r-c-oi (5-1) 

vhere c t « +1, a^ , -l, the autoacript i denotea the 
different Regge polea, and a t(x) and p 1(x) are the Regge 
trajectory and residue function! respectively, both aaauned 
real in the region t < l»u . The sytfeol r± . +1 is the signa
ture of the ith Regge trajectory and a*i is a real constant. 
Assumption (1) of Sec. k says that we can decompose A(s,t,u) 
into a linear combination of. A f t , A ^ , and A u g as 

A(a,t;u) -' A g t(a,t) + A t n(t,u) + A ^ u , . ) . 

Assumption (2) means that 

*„ _ * y s&w rVi-Y^ 5 0 
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"tu - ^ T ^ (a . i -Y l ( X ) 

*• T* r[a,(x)'+l]-s in «Q,(X) V x * i / ' 
'ixed x x , „ 

(5-3) 
x fixed 

where a^ « +1 and cru = -1. Ihe requirement [from assumption 

(l)] about the absence of the spurious singularities of A 

and A ^ in the region x < 0 with a or y fixed (if 

x » t, y - u, if x - u, y » t) forces us to choose a.(x) 

and p ±(x) in Eqs. ( 5-2) and (5.3) such that 

(5.*) 0^(0) <. 1 if ^(0) +. 0 

and 

lis ^(x) 
sin nfx^x) < •««• 

lim 
â x)-* -s 

Pi(») 
rta^x) + l ] « s i n nOt^x) 

(x<0) 

< ^ 

(5.5) 

for N = 1,2,3, •••, x < 0. 

For the leading tiejectory i = P it is obvious from the 

optical theorem and the experimental total cross section that 

ep(o) t 0 

so the constraint of Kq. (5.*0 requires that the intercept of 

the leading trajectory should be less than one. If the class 

of models of Sec. •* contains Pomerancb.uk poles, this implies 

that the Foawrancnuk intercept (of this class of models) must 

http://Pomerancb.uk


be less than one. The constraints of Eq. (5.5) imply not only 
the existence of ghost .killing.factors.at the right signature , 
.points 

T ^ ttjOO • 0»-8,-lf,«;-r, 

bat also the ejcictence of zeros in the residue 

/P<(x)/r[(Xi:(x) + l ] at the nonsense wrong signature points, i . e . , 

the points' 

TjOtjto = -1 , -3 , -5 ,••• • 

Ihe argument of this section makes clear why Wong's 
21 2=5 

version with unit Boaeranchuk intercept and Virasoro's model ' 

So not satisfy the restricted partial-wave dispersion relation. 
The function A of King's version with unit Pomeranchuk 
intercept has a spurious singularity (a pole) at x = 0, which 
partially violates assumption (1). Virasoro's model does not 
satisfy assumptions (1) through (4). 
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''•'€', -Vt^^^Mim^-^ 
We have Introduotd/in Sec. 4 the restricttd partial- ~ 

wave dispersion relation, which ia satisfied by the Veneaiano 
model including Wong'* version with the Poieranchuk intercept 
leas than one," but' even within a model obeying the restricted 
partial-wave diaperaion relation the H/D method still cannot be 
made useful. In this section we will *how that if we add an 
additional assumption (the assumption of "partial-ware duality") 
to assumptions (1) through (If) of Sec. It, we can express the 
high-energy behavior of the input-potential in terms of Regge 
parameters which can be obtained, In principle, from phenomeno-
logical fitting of the high-energy scattering data, and this 
high-energy behavior of V,(s) .can be extrapolated down to the 
intermediate energy region without introducing spurious singu
larities. The Veneziano model with all the intercepts of Regge 
trajectories less than one satisfy the additional requirement. 

We again only consider for simplicity the case 

lim se A.(s) = 0 for some positive e, 
s-» +» 

a condition that holds when all Segge trajectories have non-
vanishing slopes and intercepts less than one. Statements (1) 
through (If) of Sec. h are assumed. Ihe partial-wave amplitude 
A, s x(s) (x = t,u) satisfies a dispersion relation as shown in 
Eq, (4.1) 



A. (») 

(x - t,u) . 

W« now introduce the additional assumption 
(5) that the following asymptotic relations hold, 

and 

lim / 
da 

( I . A - ( . ' ) 

LaHaCa s1 

(6.1) 

c (x - t,u) (6.2) 

«' 

lim 
S-»H« 

"<•> 
"Ei (»j 

< *K (X » t,1l) (6.3) 

. IBM relation (6.5) holds if the Regge trajectories have 
aoavanishing slopes, since then both Af*x(») and A t

 u(s) 
here the asymptotic behavior l/s in s (b is the intercept 
of the leading Regge trajectory), which are obtained by partial-
wave projecting the Regge asymptotic behavior of A _ and A*,, 

ax til 

respectively. He call the asymptotic behavior of A . ^ s ) at 
the limit. s -+ -i* the partial-wave Regge asymptotic behavior, 
since it is caused by the Regge asymptotic behavior of A _ . 
P»B«M^ (6.2) implies 



if a x , , IffiA. 8*^) 
lim A, (s) = lim i / ds' * 
S-*+K S-» +w " 1 „ S ' - B 

This means that the partial-wave Regge asymptotic behavior of 
A /" x(s) is dual to the "pure" s-channel singularities, i.e., the 
right-hand singularities of A,* x(a). In this sense ve call 
assumption (5) the assumption of partial-wave duality. 

The potential V,(s) of the model* which satisfy 
assumptions (l) through (U) is defined in Eq. (4.2) as 

s* - s 
»,<•) > ./»{•) + i J da 

•'L.H.C. 

If assumption (5) ia imposed, we see that 

lim V.(s) - lim A **(») . 
S-* •(• 8-» -*«• 

Since the asymptotic behavior of A, (s) can be expressed, by 
partial-wave projecting the Regge asymptotic behavior of A ^ , 
in terms ot Begge parameters which can be obtained from phenom-
enological fitting of the high-energy scattering data, so is 
the high-energy behavior of V i(s). To obtain the behavior of 
V,(s) in the intermediate-energy region, ve must assume that 
partial-wave duality holds down to that energy region, i.e., 
then we can write 

V,(.) * A * u ( s ) 



.;-,'.\-*9- ,:'. 
in M M latemeftlate-energr region. Ails Method It used in Ref. 
(16) to express the behavior of the jot p-wave potential in 
teras of FoMeranchuk parameters in the intermediate and high-
energjr region. 

The Veaeiiano nodel satisfies * the assumption of partial-
wave duality, since the discontinuity of A 4* x(«) (x » t,u) 
aer—;; •£.*• loft icii cut decreases fast enough to allow iq. 
(6.2) to hold, and Iq. (6.3) holds since all the Regge trajec
tories of that •odeji are linear. These arguments pan be 
generalized to Hong's model with the Pomtranchuk intercept less 
than one. 
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s u m asvai am-oraawa OTKOHSHKI 

-ttraiwcnatts moons ox OOHHM r -n saw 



1. XMNDDCfflGR 
Sxperiatntally-determined phut shifts for clastic scattering 

processes usually contain ambiguities, for example, r.S partial-nave 
phasa shifts frca various groups"- ' are bu»py in the energy ragion where 
the Inelasticity builds up. The bumpy behavior of the phase shifts 
suggests the existence of nearby singularities, e.g., resonance poles, 
but there is naturally fear that some of this bumpy behavior nay be 
caused by experimental error and not correspond to genuine singular
ities of the analytic 8 matrix. One category of spurious singularities 
are those with complex positions on the first sheet (usually called 
"causality violating singularities"). Smoothing procedures typically 
fit the data to analytic functions that lack such inadoissable 
singularities, being singular only in regions permitted by general 
S-matrix principles. The purpose of this article is to propose a 
method of smoothing, based on circular application of the N/D method. 
This method leads to a simpler smoothing procedure then do previous 
N/D methods. Ke also demonstrate that CPD poles can be handled without 
ambiguity. 

We need to review briefly previous attempts to use H/D integral 
equations in order to make clear the differences between this and the 
previous works. The standard way to perform an N/D calculation7 is 
first to estimate the nearby "left-hand" singularities of partial-wave 
amplitude froc experimental data on cross channel reactions. The 
distant "left-hand" singularities, the input inelastic function and 
CDD pole parameters are considered to be adjustable parameters. 
Inserting these inputs into the N/D integral equations, one tries by 
adjustment of the input parameters to obtain an output phase shift 
which is a good fit to experiment. There have also been investigations 



different from thia standard method hut parallel to it. We mention 
three: One method ' 7 avoids usage of the N/D integral equations. 
Xestaed, the partial-wave dispersion relation is solved directly by 
some variational technique implementing unitarity, though the input 

potential is parametrized as in the standard H/D approach. The second 
8-U 

approach uses Blankanbecler-Sugar equation to include multi-
particle channels. She third approach ve want to mention is a multi
channel R/D framework, instead of the single-channel formalism of . 
the above described standard approach. The- parametrlzation of the 
left-hand singularities of all the coupled reactions replaces both the 
input inelastic function and the CDD pole parameters, (in practice, 
of course, it is impossible to include all coupled channels.) 

The adjustment of input parameters in the above-mentioned 
methods is coupled to the procedure for solving the integral equations, 
that is, all the input parameters must be adjusted 'simultaneously and 
the integral equation must be solved once after each adjustment. This 
situation makes the practical calculation very complicated if we 
require the output phase shift to become so accurate that we can 
determine vtoether or not the bumpy behavior of the experimental phase 
shift is caused by causality-violating singularities. Our proposal is 
based on the observation that the M/D method is circular and that the : 

standard approach corresponds only to half of the circle. ; 

Our method starts from a tentative phase shift based on 
experiment instead of on the parametrlzation of the input potential. 
this experimental phase shift is used to calculate an "experimental 
metee/tlal,* vhieh is defined to be the amplitude minus its physical 
•il|#» N m < ) emt mmd which will contain oausality violating slngular-

fte-Jmrnrtrnttee, ffcftM ajdft contains these singularities. In 
, ' / ' ,. , . ' 



the next step the experimental potential is fitted by a function 
containing the well known nearby unphysieal region singularities,1''1^ 
plus some properly-parametrized distant singularities whose positions 
are restricted by general principles. The fitted potential is; of 
course, free from causality violating singularities. If used as the' 
input potential to the v/D integral equation, the output solution is 
generated to be free from causality-violating singularities so long as 
some circularity constraints are satisfied by adjusting the input' 
inelastic quantities. In this procedure all the parameters of the 
input potential are fixed before we solve the H/D integral equationsT 
Only the inelastic function and ODD pole parameters need to be 
adjusted from their experimental value during the procedure to solve 
the integral equations, and thus we can obtain a high accuracy output "'"'""' 
solution with relatively less effort in the numerical analysis". 

We note that there is no CDD pole ambiguity in this method. 
17 

In the R-function method ' COD poles correspond to zeros of the partial
is 

wave amplitude in the physical region, and in the Frye-Warnoek method 
they are the zeros of the partial-wanj| S matrix in the physical regi6ni; 

Thus all CDD parameters are fixed by giving the experimental phase 
shift (see the next section for a review of this subject). We also 

note that our method requires a tentative experimental phase shift 
for the entire range of physical energies up to infinity. The high 
energy part is obtained by partial-wave projection of some high energy 
extrapolation of the elastic scattering amplitude (e.g.. we may use a 

Segge pole fit). Thus our smoothing procedure also removes any 
possible causality-violating singularities (if any) caused by non-
sisooth transition from high energy to low energy. 



la tfĵ r article nt M M U U the smoothing procedure in detail 
tax the i * phase shift and rutrict consideration to th« t-functioo 
atxhod. Th« kineaat^es and the definition of various aanlitude* for 
all elastic scattering art suemrised in *« Appendix. Injee. II, the 
veftmOKtio* of the H/D method and tfaa heoOlin*; of a » poles are . 
revi—»d, while the oireular character of the H/D Method,is discussed 
i» Me. III. She procedure of seoothiufi is outlined in detail in 
See. IT, and a rough but illustrative exeaple is tivsa by performing 
the first part of the saoothin*- of a xK ? „ « « « in Sec: V. 80s* 
overall assessment of the proposed procedure is given in the last 
section. • 
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2. CDD POLE PARAMETERS AND THE GENERALIZED H/D METHOD 
The K/D method has recently been reconstructed, 1'""S2 eliminating 

the assumption of power-boundedness for partial-wave amplitudes. Here 
we follow the style of Ref. 21 and review the reconstruction briefly in 
order to demonstrate the way to determine CDD pole parameters from a 
given phase shift. We use 0 > jj kinematics (e.g., nil), summarised 
in the Appendix, and restrict consideration to the case of one CDS pole, 
the generalization to any number of ODD poles being straightforward. 

A phase function 9, ±(W) is introduced from the parametriza-
tion 

19 (W) 
ttiW . !fit(w)|e **. , (o < e/±(w) < «) 

while a B function is defined as 

where 

WQ = m + n , 

the subscript 2t being omitted as understood. The function S(W) 
will have a pole at W = W , if 

lim 6(W„ - e) = » • 

and 

lin 6(W + €) = 0 



Wt U M M that on* audi pol* in fact appaara in tin partial-nava 
aafOituda. A aw function D(W) U dafinad aa 

»00 - (Wc-¥)5(ie) (2.2) 

M M to ha fraa froa th* pol* at W • V . 
fir tk* oonvanianca of latar application in lac. 5, and to 

alaatlliSr th* pnamt diacuaaion v* aaauM thai th« «X alaatic 
aoattaciac *•*/> 1 tnrta aatiaflaa th* apacific Xagga paraMatriaation of 

,J*f. ^ f than tha aajnaptotie bahavior of a partial-wra aaplttud*, 
ncsLaatl^Uta aoa*M*atial laaarithaic faetora, btocaaa 

1 
^ ^ > ' 

of tkia apaoiflc aapaptotic behavior for tha partial" 
i aaajUtMM la not aaaaattal to on diacaaaloa,21 but aakaa i t 

With attoh aajnvtoUo behavior for tha phaaa, th* 0 function 
aajB*totioallr lika 

»00 — > W1** ( | < a < I) . (2.3) 

Ja V fanatic* 1* d*fia*d to b* 

•(») . »<w)fit(M) (2.*) 

! , r - 1 » 



psjpapu I . I.J. 

-1K>-

V(W) = f J ± ( W ) if tM 
w* w 

(2.5) 

1 
Also needed i s a C function: 

C(W) - H(W) - D(W) V(W) mf Imf,;(W) 
dW - — £ 5 — . (8.6) 

w* w 

She partial-wave unitarity relation can be. expressed as 

800. IB {*&] - -v 
or 

*«l* i ±WI 2 
(2-7) 

whereR(W) - 1 in the elastic region and R(w) > 1 in the Inelastic 

region. From pertial-vave unitarity and the definitions of H(W) and 

C(W), i . e . , Iq«. (2A) and (2L6), we have 

l a D(H) - 'i 
-q g K(W) H(W) 

and 

l a C(W) (q, B(W). 

0 

v(w).*(w) 

»> w o 

W <Vr. 

">*o 

w<wA 

(2.8) 



"** ft ftaiMta satisfies aalsparsion relation with tin 
, aousesnaf to Its definition las. (2.1) tad (2.2) sad its 

eejevtotle behavior W%. (2.3), sail* tht C function satisfies a 
•dispersion relation with eat subtraction, therefore we need thrat 
subtraction constants. «t oncost thtst to be as 9(0)* D*(0), and 
C(r>. She constant ©(C) is a normalisation constant for both D(H) 
sad I(W), and will not appear in their ratio. She constants D'(0) 
and C(0) COM into tht problaa btcsust of the physical region ssro 
of the pexttsA-wtve auelitude f | ±(lf) at W - Wc- If f it(W) dots 
aat tevs any stro in tht physical region, only tht constant 0(0) 
astasia, finee »'(0) and C(0) oonttltuta two paraatttrs which 
aast v* supplied im addition to the potential V(W) end the S 
fsattioa in tht */B inttgral tqaations (set helm), wt rtftr to 
ISMS as a pair of CUT pole paraatttrs. this definition of CDBpolt is 
reasonable sines In tht 3 function, thtrt is a polt at W « UQ Out 
to the "aero of tfi(V) at W - W0- Tht values of D*(0) and C(0) 
can lit written few fraa Baa. (2.1), (2.2), and (2.6) to bt 

v.* (2.9) 

- 1 / C(0) . i / dW' 
IT 

there the II fttsction it nonsalistd to be unity at w « 0. Troa 
» . (2.9) wt see explicitly that tht CSO polt parameters art deter-
sdned uaiautly if the partial-wave aeplitude f,±(W) (and thus tht 



Sahaas shift) i s glvtnv B» dispersioa ittiations for i(V) and c(») 

oaa ba writtan as 

D(W) - 1 + 
* «/„ w (w - w) 

'and 

C(W) - .(W) - V(W) D(W) - 9 + a / « ' -5 

Xnstrting tha dispersion relation of D(W) into that o£ C(W), wt 
obtain the */D integral aquation as 

i g(W) - v(») + / « ' I(W,W«) e(W) (2.10) 

and 

V 2 f " q,(W')B(W) g(W') 
D(W) « i + rw - ~ / dw -a ,(a.ii) 

"ft 

where 

g(W) - ^ , 

v(W) - | (0 + (1 + W)-V(W)) 

and 

K ( w, r ) . i.!^, R ( r ).*'v(r?- wWY(K) 



3. cxactusm or ne W/D mam 
St* M/D aethod outlined in the previous notion feu a circu

lar nature. Itertlagftom a s trtUl-wrc wvlitudi fJ±(W)» *• calcu

late ttw potential V(W) froa l a . (2.5), the R Auction froa l a . 

• (2.?), aaft « M nMaatarr (90 pole parameters froa go.. (2.9). then 

inserting.then into the 1/Q integral equations, an output pertiel-

* vave aaplitude tgj&f i s obtained. Of course the output partial-wave 

aoplitude should be identical to the input one. By a cartful study 

of the construction of the »/D integral equations, we ate that this 
2fc circular nature i t rather trivial in the aenae that any partial-wave 

sapHtnrte Hill satisfy thia circle, i f i t aatiafiea the unitarity 

relation in the elaatic ration, the unitarity bound in the inelaatic 

ration, the (older continuitr, 1 9 and i f ita potential aakes the H/D 

in*anal sanation Treflhola. 

The above aentioned circularity of the H/D aathod guarantees 

the ahacaoe of ghost seros frea the output D function. Bat the 

abacaoe of gfcoet aeroa from the 0 function becoata uncertain i f we 

start from string an input potential, a R function and CUD pole 

paraaatara Instead froa an input partial-wave amplitude. Suppose such 

a set of input iaforaationa i s given, i . e . , an input potential, a R 

fucation and CUD pole ptraaeters froajqs. (2.7), (2.?), and (2.9) 

„ respectively. We can reconstruct an output R function, an output 
r 

fotential and CDD pole parameters, the circularity between the 

input and the output R functions i s trivial [ i t can be shown froa 

Pas. (2.V), (2.7), and (2.6)}. 9w circularity for the potential and 

CM pole paraaatera i s not obvious. Xeverthtleta i f the latter 
siraaftarUr *» aia* iaaeaed, then 1fce eeap&et* eirenlarity of the H/D 



We deaonstrate tt« above arguaent by considering a sisple i 
example and investigate the nontriviel appearance of tht circularity of \ 

the potential. We assises that there i« no CM) pole, and the potential ; 
contains Jf poles only, so it can be written as 

* c 
*w • £ trh: 

j-1 3 

where 

V*(W) = V(W*} . 

The K/D integral equation becoawa 

where 

and 

(3.1) H(W) - V(W) - £ J _ l . - - I - , 
3-1 3 

« » . , . ' • " " > • " ' • ' 

Multiplying both aides by F(«0/{W - %} and integrating over W 
fron W„ t o , « , we obtain 

' I 

*i " *l " I •• E ° ^ c4 %i Vi { 1 * 1 ' " * ' 1 , ) * ( 3 ' 2 ) 

3-0. 



uhtr* 

„ . / « . , , . .*(?:>, '« " / , (w* -«£>(*• -wp ' 

•ad 
N 

*i " I GiJ CJ • 
d«i 

: Substituting Eq. (J.l) into the dispersion relation for D(W), 

D(H) . i . ? r w&pjtp., 

we have 

*W> " X - ? I e J « j W - ( l - V 0 ' <3.3) 
d-1 

! vhere 

°3<w> ' • [ * ' (w-wS?w?-wJ 

Taking the ratio H/D of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3), and continue to 
W « W,, we have 

H(W) 
ciG-!rO 

W-.Wĵ  



•ao* 

Substituting Bq- (3.2) for x^ in tht numerator, v» hart 

U - < W" Wi J"l(l} " Ci (1«1,-",I) .. 

Dila result indicattt that tht Input potential is really a part of tht 
mphyiioal ration singularities of tht output partial-nave amplitude, 
ta order to ihow the absence of the other unphysioal region singular" 
Itles (pole*) from the output partial-wave amplitude, i.e., the 
ibseuce of ghost zeros from the S function, the circularity of tht 
potential mist he iaposed. 

"0» circularity of the potential can he written, frost «q. (2.5), 
SS 

*ere H(W) and D(«) are given by Eqs.(3.l) and (3.5) respectively. 
Die parameters c.'s and H.'s May be considered aa given, then tht 
circularity equation of Eq. (3.4) becoaes a nontrivial constraint for 
the R function, in other words, the B function aust satisfy this 
constraint in order to guarantee the absence of ghost zeros from the 
D function. 



k. : 5SU PROCHWra FOR SM30THIKO A PHASJS SHIFT 
He now outline our procedure for •aoothinc * phase ihlft bated 

on the circularity of the H/D method. We discuss explictly the *K 
phase shift as an example, the application to other kinds of phase 
shifts belnf straightforward. 

Starting from an experimental low- to medium-energy phase shift 
far a certain partial wave, we coabine this with the high-energy phase 
shift frost the partial-wave projection of a phenomenological parametri-
sation of the high-energy ** elastic amplitude, e.g., a Rcgge pole 
fit etc. We call this combined phase shift the experimental phsse 
shift. She experimental input potential, R function, and CM) pole 
parameters (if their existence is indicated by the experimental phase 
shift) are calcwlated fro* their definitions by inserting the experi
mental phase shift into U s . (£.5), (2-7), and (2.9) respectively. In 
order to eliminate causality-violating singularities we next seek a 
"fitted" potential that approxinates as well as possible the "input" 
potential but that contains only allowed unphysical region singular-
Itie*. ' The structure of the near-by unphysical singularities are 
knows, "' but the distant unphysical-region singularities, whose 
positions are kwown, but whose magnitude is uncertain, aust be 
parametrised and these parameters determined by a best fit to the 
rmjert—tal potential, this fitted potential as well as the experi
mental Oto pea* parameters sad the experimental R function are 
them erne* am the iaamt to t*e */» integral sfuatlon. Since the 
M«t?f^itf!|mfti]. is pm tsem immssl i »-vfcflaMmg siammlarlties, the 
•smmiplii* «WHh> t £ ISJluuU.'— : siiiiniiliii 1 •••! •—••mi 1 
^ ^ " T ^ ^ e s w s m ^ w T ^p»~ ^ ^ e ^ ^ ^"^mw ^ ^ ^ W - ^ ^ B B » ^ » I » ^^•peepv^^eep^v mm^mmmervaaeperm^mmmr sm> mjesmŝ mrmjmmmmmmmmmjsĵ geaa. 

1 mmasMeo I s * ' » " 

.s fe j iAi 1 



Ihe R function and the CDD pole parameters then mist b« , 
adjusted from their experimental input to aake the circularity for 
the potential mad ODD poll parameters be satisfied. 9 M output 

, partial-wave amplitude, after the complete circularity is imposed, ia 
! 

guaranteed to be free from causality violating tiingularities. 
We note that in this smoothing procedure the determination of 

the parameters of the fitted potential is carried out before the 
integral equations are solved. Ihis represents a considerable ! 
simplification of the effort is numerical analysis compared to the 
standard S/S approaches discussed in Sec. 1 , where the adjustment 
of the potential parameters is coupled to the procedure for solving 
the integral equations. Further the absence of causality violating 
singularities is not guaranteed in those standard l/D approaches 
due to the ignorance of the circularity of the potential and -CUD 

pole parameters. Another characteristic of our smoothing procedure, 
which in principle also exists in the standard approach but usually 
is neglected, is the necessity to use an asymptotic high-energy phase 
shift. Thus our smoothing procedure automatically removes possible 
causality-violating singularities associated with aonsaooth transition 
from low energies to high energies. 

Share is a acre effective Method to check the absence of the 
•boat seros (causality violating seros or seros below the elastic 
threshold) from the output 3 function than the explicit check of the 
circularity of the potential. Seppc-te the dispersion relation of D ; 

retains I t 1 subtractions, that is, we are oomsiAeriag the c e W with] 
M Cm* poles. A B fametioa oan be iiastuoted by la..(2.1) from Urn 



PHMbJ I i d M i i t. A wm ?:, fanotlan la than obtain** by 
M l t t r t r l a f «M B f M t t t M ritt I W H tOOWMl « , lOlM Of 

B. Ala MW p faactlan la aanaraatly fir— ftw ahoat aatoa. BM 

ratio bertwaan tha onfcwt D and tnia<naw 9 fanotion la ragolar on 

aha ahola ooaalax anarajr plana. If thia anttra function ajnrofcchaa 

a oonatant aayaartatleally at aay dlractlon, tha oatgwt S fonetion 

la proportional to tha naw D function, and i t la alao fraa fron 

ajhoat aatoa. 



9. Jurittomuxw KAMKI (MKWISXK orjt « i ) } « n ) 
We smooth a «K P,,-wave phase shift in this station M an 

example illustrative of the procedure outlined In th« previous ••etion. 
Jto« fitting taoaaiaua used la this iviamilt is primitive u i o i i k t 
grwtljr improved by advanced numerical analysis. The last step of tha 
smoothing procedure, l.a., tha ohaok of tha circularity of tha potantial 
and CIO pola parameters has not been performed in this simple calcu
lation. Inattad tha behavior of tha output D function la Investi
gated explietly. It turns out that thara is no obvious causality 
violating seroa (ghost zeros) in our solution. 

Bit low-energy *ir ?..-vave phase shift la taken froa tha 
C B B analysis, while tha high-energy phasa shift is obtained froa a 
partial-wave projection of Barger and InlUips' five Segge pola fit 2' 
to tha JC* elastic scattering amplitude. A portion of tha combined 
experimental phase shift (froa tha xX threshold up to 3.3 GaT la 
canter of m a t energy) is shown in Fig- 1 by the dotted pointc. She 
transition from tha CHOI phase shift to the Regge phase shift occurs 
around 2.2 GeV. Substituting this combined experimental phasa shift 
into Xq. (2.5), an experimental potential is obtained. So simplify 
the calculation we fit the experimental potential by a finite number 
of poles. In any aarious attempt to implement this smoothing proce
dure, the known structure of nearby unpbysical region singularities 
(they are usually logarithmic) should be used explicitly, instead of 
just poles. For our fitted potential in this example we use twenty-
one poles; three in the interval between the origin of the W plane 
and the sN elastic threshold, one pair of complex conjugate poles 
at tha position of the circle singularities*^ associated with the 



t M N M I , end alae pair* ef ataflwc oonjugate poles along the 
*TJ1-HT irft -iK^Vr V piss*. She position* of the poles are 
flsed, >t«fc their residues are M M U R I I M the adjustable paraaaters. 
B M *• lawa twit* adjustable parameters (the residues of a pair of 
iiaaliK ouajamats yslM MM osmplix ooajujste). Sheet twttat adjust
able parameters art than determined by a least eeuare fit to tba 
oaporlaamtaJ potential. A portion of too fitted potential and the 
smperlmental ent ara show in Tic. 2 up to about 3.3 OeV. A batter 
fit aan ba obtained by aa advanced naaarioal analysis, e.g., alao 
take the positions of polaa ara adjustable parameters, and by consid-
arias aaaa lAgerithale singularities explicitly. 

Ska expsrlmeital phase shift froa uhieh at atartad requires 
aaa CM) pole at Infinity, wheat preaenoe reflects our definition 
af tka partial-wave aanlitmmt combined with th» megge behavior-of 
•ef. 13, our pertial-uai* aaplitada vanishing at infinity. Thii CEO 
pala mould aa removed liy njia—lag the definition of the partial-wave 
menlltiidi to let i t nmcoaah a neavanlshlng asymptote, but then a 
aamtraetlon oeaatant aaat be included in the definition of the 
potential. The physios wold ba unchanged, Using the notion of a 
Omv pole at infinity in this aaaaple, aa obtain the CDS pole 
parameters (oaa subtraction eoaataat for the C function and one for 
the S function). An experimental R function is also calculated 
fraa the combined experimental phase shift. She fitted potential, 
the experimental It function, aud the experimental CDD pole .'param
eters are uaed aa the input to the M/D integral equations. She 
eemmmt solution af tea latagral nauatloaa has a A,- resonance with 
a aaaa aUftad about 8» MrT aalatr the" ••irisaatsl aaas (1236 tut). 



3h* COO pole parameters ara varied about 10* fro* their experimental 
value to brim t h « output mass of the &., retonance to its experi-
aental value. Iha X function la adjusted by hand, atartiag fro* the 
experimental value to produce a raaonanble fit to tha input phase 
shift. This adjusted R function has not been listed, Instead tha 
output solution translated to th* output phase shifts are shewn la 
Tig. 2 as tha solid eurv* [we note that due to the trivial circularity 
of tha R function, our input R function can be easily obtained from 
the output phase shift through Iq. (2.7)]. B»e circularity of the 
potential and CUD pole paransters is not checked in this simple 
example, but the values of th* output D function at various energies 
are plotted in Fig. 3* B»« l*ck of clockwise circle in this figure 
indicates th* absence of nearby ghost seros from th* I» function. 
Ibis can also he seen from th* negativity of the imaginary part of th* 
0 function in th* physical region, combining with the dispersion 
relation of D (th* imaginary part of D at complex W will never 
vanish). W* note that no systematic effort has been made in this 
example to obtain a best fit to the input phase shift. 



9M •aoothlnf praot*ir« outlined in, tha previous Mction* bu 
b m oonatruetad on th« oraiaarjr partial-wan aaplitute. W* note that 
a similar aawathlnt stpoatea oan b« eoMtnwtad opt othar partial-wav» 
a«pUtndt«, , 2 7 »iiia» vfaioh th« partial>v*y« expansion oonrtrcaa 
tester than the oral*err fertial-isi*e expansion. 
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AfflEUKX 
We review the kineaatics of xM scattering in this appendix. 

The notation* follow that of Ref. 25 and Ref. 28. Let the four 
aoaentaof the incident and outgoing piona Be q, and o- respec
tively; whii* those ̂^̂ ^̂  nucleons are P 1 and 
Po. Bie masses of pion and nucleoli are denoted aa |i and m. Ihe 
Handelstaai -variable! a, x, and u are defined to be 

» - (Pi + q x ) 2 

w,' " kl " ̂ ^ * 
The Magnitude of the three momentum vector in the center of mass frame, 
q . ana' the cosine of the scattering angle, cos 9, are 

a 2 . la - fr + u) 2]f S • (n - n) g] 

and 

cos 6 = 1 + _ . 

28 Two amplitudes fj and f g are defined in terms of the 

invariant Amplitudes A(s,t,u) and B(s,t,u) as 

fl " ^T f A + < W ' m > B ) 
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f2 " Tgr {-A + < w + n > B > > 

where 

and 

£ (n + q )i. 

28 Use partial-wave expansion of f, and f„ are 

f i - Z {1i+W p i + i< c o s °> - f*-M *i-i<«>* o)) 
i-0 

and 

By the help of the orthogonal relation 

f1 

I d(cos 9) 
P£(cos 6){P i + 1 (cos 6) - Pj.j/coa &)} = 6 ^ 

we obtain 

f / f ± W = ~TT f ( W + m + ^ W + m - nHA,(s ) + (W - m)B,(s)3 
lOnW * 

+ (W - is + H)(H - m - nM-A^s) + <W + m)B i : ± 1(8)]} 



*,(•) - / d(e<M 9) A(t,t,u) » 4 (co. 0) 

B4(») - / A(cea 0) B(t,t,u) ?,(«>• 9) 
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naontcKmcm 
Fig. 1. fikt dotted points talow 2.2 0oV ara tba CE8S experlMental 

pbasa shift for «H ***•**• and those above 2.2 OeV are 
the lane phase shift froai the partial-wave projection of the 
Bene pole fit of Ref. 23. 3he solid curves are oar output 
phase shift. 

Fig. 2. 3hc dotted points represent the value of the experiawntal 
potential, and the solid curve is the fitted one. 

Fig. 3. Jhe value* of the output D function are plotted for various 
energies. 
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